PORT CONDITIONS – CHINA (1/3)

**SHANGHAI**
- **WGQ**
  - Delay within 1 day.

**SHANGHAI**
- **YS**
  - Minor delay within 1 day.

**NINGBO**
- Minor waiting about 1 day. Waiting time may be longer as special measures with PSC inspection in Ningbo will be applied for vessels coming from foreign ports during 18-27 Sep.

**QINGDAO**
- Berth waiting time about 0.5 day.
PORT CONDITIONS – CHINA (2/3)

**SHEKOU**  
• Operations normal, no delay.

**YANTIAN**  
• Operations normal, no delay.

**NANSHA**  
• No delay.

**HONG KONG**  
• Operations normal, no delay.
PORT CONDITIONS – CHINA (3/3)

XIAMEN/ FUZhou/ SHANTOU

- No delay.
PORT CONDITIONS – SOUTH KOREA

**PUSAN**

- BNCT suffering 3 days delay due to bunching arrival.
PORT CONDITIONS – SINGAPORE

SINGAPORE  • Berth waiting time within 1 day due to vessels bunch arrivals.
PORT CONDITIONS – PHILIPPINES

MANILA

- No delay.
PORT CONDITIONS – MALAYSIA

**PORT KELANG**

- Waiting time within half a day in WP.
PORT CONDITIONS – THAILAND

LAEM CHABANG/ BANGKOK

- Average 19-hour delay at PAT, on time at LCB.
PORT CONDITIONS – OCEANIA (1/2)

Average days delay for vessels that are already delayed and off the berthing window

SYDNEY
- Patricks: 2 days
- DP World: 1 day

MELBOURNE
- DP World: 1 day
- VICT: 2 days

BRISBANE
- Patricks: 1 day
- DP World: 1 day

FREMANTLE
- Patricks: 3 days
- DP World: 1 day
PORT CONDITIONS – OCEANIA (2/2)

Average days delay for vessels that are already delayed and off the berthing window

TAURANGA • No delays

AUCKLAND • 2.5 days

LYTTLETON • 1 day

NAPIER • 1 day